
Facebook 

 

1) Attribution setting should be more than 1 day, make it 7. 

 

2) Use lifetime budget. You're currently running a scheduled campaign, which 

doesn't allow you to specify hours of day your ads run. In virtually any campaign 

you run on impression basis you should eliminate middle of the night, because if 

someone leaves facebook running in a tab and walks away you can still get 

charged for impressions. Aside from that your analytics dictate when your 

content performs best, you should focus ads on those hours. 

 

 

3) There is virtually no product or service that's equally applicable to people from 

18-65. Sure golfers can be of any age, but you have a top performing age 

bracket, focus on it until you exhaust it. Right now your ad groups have audience 

sizes in excess of a million, but a daily ad budget is $10, that doesn't make sense 

to do. If you're spending $10/day your targeting should be super grannular. You 

can simply add an extra psychographic to your targeting, for instance target top 

50% zip codes by wealth, as lower income people are less likely to play golf.  

 

4) Campaigns are targeting all languages, but your ads are english only. 

 



 

5) You have to be mindful of the broadness of your psychographic targeting. For 

example; you're targeting sports or golf. That means either or, it's not just golfers 

it can be completely unrelated sports fans. Why australian football? 

 

6) There is value in other facebook placements aside from feed. Search results I 

would expolore for sure, that will reach people looking for golf groups, etc. 

 

 

7) In some gender targeted campaigns you have photos of the other gender. Those 

have to be in-sync.  

 

8) Split test platform placement. That's very quick to do. For instance pitch & putt 

day adds are targeting insta and facebook in the same ad group. Separate them 

so you can see which is doing best. I would add audience network as a third test 

as well, you're in a space where that should work well. 

 

9) I don't see retargeting setup properly. You should have separate retargeting 

campaigns for website traffic, insta page, facebook page, and any multi-media 

engagement. I am seeing facebook and insta retargeting in the same campaigns, 

along with current member audiences. I would again separate those. These should 

be 4 separate groups, and I would not use more than 15 days for the social pages. 

Website can warrant 30, multi-media not more than 10 days: 



 

 

10) You have some ads going 25 miles outside of Melbourne, others 50. What’s the 

logic behind this? 

 

11) Same as above. I would not recommend doing 9% lookalikes, that’s way too broad. 

3% should be the max. 

 

 



12) You have some ads on advantage+ placements. This is very very rarely 

appropriate. You don’t need to run these on facebook’s marketplace for instance. Pick 

placements that make the most sense to you. 

 

13) Some of your ads are not being managed well. For instance these 2 ads have 

nearly a 100% difference in conversion cost, but are still both running side by side under 

same daily budget 

 

Same goes for your ads. You should pause lowest performers weekly and replicate best 

performers with some test variables to get optimal results.  

 

14) You have some retargeting ads targeting all of Australia. If you’re only pursuing a 

specific region you should stick to it for all ads. 

 

15) Experiment with some more engaging ad copies. Try ending some of your copies 

with a question or prompts for feedback. You’re in a fairly viral industry, take advantage 

of it. If people talk you will reach a far greater audience. 

 

 



Google Analytics 

 

1) You have to review the site for optimization. Your average bounce rate is 53%, 

but safari (in app) has 86%, android webview has 82%, etc. 

 

2) Same red flag on mobile devices. Average bounce rate is 58% (which is quite 

high by the way), but many newer iphones are way above 80%. 

 

3) Perhaps you’re driving people straight to the join page, if so I would consider the 

ad content that’s doing it, because user flow shows 68% bounces from it. That’s 

just one example. You have to review the user flow. 

 

4) The gap between google ads bounce rate and social media (which is mostly fb 

ads) is enormous, 39% vs 78%, that should not be happening. It should be 10-

15% at best.  

 

5) Your referral traffic is low. Consider adding an affiliate program. It should do well 

for this type of company. 

 

 

 



Google Ads 

 

1. Some keywords have many clicks but no conversion. 

 

Recommendation – We should pause or change match type of keywords which have 

many clicks but no conversion. 

 

2. Ad Group has no negative keywords. 



 

 

 

 

 

Recommendation – We should add irrelevant search terms as negative keywords. 

 

3. We should add relevant search terms as keywords. 



 

Recommendation – We should consider adding relevant search terms as keywords 

which show high conversion rate. 

 

Ad Copy Analysis 

4.  Ad group has no responsive ad copy. 



 

Recommendation – We can no longer create or edit expanded text ads. We should add 

responsive ad copies to show more relevant messages to users. 

 

Ad Group - Membership Search Terms 

Keywords Analysis 

 

5. Some keywords have many clicks but no conversion. 



 

Recommendation – We should pause or change match type of keywords which have  

many clicks but no conversion. 

 

6. Ad Group has no negative keywords. 

 

 



 

 

 

Recommendation – We should add irrelevant search terms as negative keywords. 

 

7. We should add relevant search terms as keywords. 

 

 

 

 



Recommendation – We should consider adding relevant search terms as keywords 

which have high conversion rate.  

 

Ad Copy Analysis 

8.  Ad group has no responsive ad copy. 

 

Recommendation –We should add responsive ad copies to show more relevant 

messages to users. 

 

Campaign Extensions Analysis 

9. Campaign doesn’t have Image Extension. 



 

Recommendation – We should use Image Extension to Improve CTR of campaign. 

 

10. Campaign has only 3 callouts extensions. 

 



Recommendation – We should add more callout extensions to campaign to increase 

CTR and give more information to visitors. 

 

11. Information in price extension is not correct. 

 

Recommendation – We should add membership pricing in price extension. 

 

Campaign - Branded (AU) 

Keywords Analysis 

1. We should add relevant branded search terms as keywords. 

 

 



 

 

2. We should add irrelevant search terms as negative keywords. 

 

 

 



 

Campaign – Audience Data Analysis 

3. Audience data is not optimized properly. 

 

Recommendation – We should increase bids on high performing audience segments 

and decrease bids on low performing audience segment. 

 

Device Report Analysis 

4. Device report data is not optimized properly. 



 

Recommendation – We should optimize device report bids properly. 

 

Campaign Extensions Analysis 

5. Campaign doesn’t have Image Extension. 

 



Recommendation – We should use Image Extension to Improve CTR of campaign. 

 

6. Campaign has only 3 callouts extensions. 

 

Recommendation – We should add more callout extensions to campaign to increase 

CTR and give more information to visitors. 

 

7. Information in price extension is not correct. 



 

Recommendation – We should add membership pricing in price extension. 

 


